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Abstract:
We introduce a revolutionary secret word, the board methodology dubbed SPHINX, which
remains secure even when the secret key chief is compromised. The data stored on the gadget
in SPHINX is theoretically free of the client's ace secret key. Furthermore, an adversary in
complete command of the situation. Even when the client connects with it, the device does
not adapt anything about the ace secret key. The secret key isn't stored in plaintext on the
device or in any other form that could lead to data leakage. Unlike other administrators,
SPHINX generates high-entropy passwords with care. Makes it necessary for the clients to
enlist these passwords with the web administrations, which roots web based speculating
assaults and disconnected modules, mobile phone applications, and simple device customer
communication In addition, we give a relative explanation of SPHINX to other secret phrase
administrators who are reliant on it based on a standard structure that includes security,
convenience of use, and deploy ability metrics.

Introduction:
Security is becoming increasingly vital in today's world. Smart cards are secure portable
storage devices that offer security, data portability, convenience, and other benefits. A smart
card typically has a microprocessor, memory, and some interface. The memory card that was
utilized.Smart cards are miniature floppy discs that hold data and can be regarded as such
security. On the other hand, a microprocessor card can add, erase, and change
data.information stored in the card's memory Clients or users must be authenticated before
they may utilize the system.Many remote login systems make use of password-based security
measures.because they are simple to implement Passwords are used to offer a secure
authentication method.In various remote login servers, based approaches are commonly
employed. Many smart cards have been developed to date.

Objectives:
SPHINX, a revolutionary password manager that delivers a high level of security even if the
password manager itself is compromised, is introduced, built, and studied.SPHINX generates
passwords with a strict high entropy requirement.Users must register their credentials with
web services, defeating internet security.When a service is compromised, guessing attacks
and offline dictionary attacks are used.
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Literature Survey:
Author: R. Deepa , R. Prabhu, The smart card-based password authentication technique is
described and discussed in this work. Smart cards are a widely utilised security method for a
variety of applications, particularly those involving security. The topic of this article isthe
two protocols that have lately been proposed: I Pre-computed data attacker ii) the
aggressorwith various information As a result, we offer an improved approach to address the
problem.frailty, as well as to enhance the benefits of our new plan. Furthermore, ourThe new
approach is safe from dictionary attacks both online and offline.
Author: Yu Zhong Yunbin Deng, Anil K. Jain, The challenge of user authentication via
keystroke biometrics is investigated in this study. The characteristic of a novel distance
measure that is useful in dealing with the issues inherent in keyboard dynamics data, namely
scale changes.It is proposed to look at interactions, redundancies, and outliers. Our biometrics
for keystrokesOn the CMU keystroke, methods based on this new distance metric are
assessed.methods utilising the dynamics benchmark dataset and have been demonstrated to
be better than algorithms using thedistance measurements in the classical sense
Author: Sung-Woon Leea, Hyun-Sung Kimb, Kee-Young Yooa,*Sun suggested a smart cardbased remote user authentication solution in 2000. Later, Chien et al. pointed out that Sun's
approach lacks mutual authentication between the user and the server, allowing users to
easily access information.They select their own password. Chien et al. also suggested a novel
efficient and effectiveTo overcome the challenges, a realistic solution is required. Hsu, on the
other hand, demonstrated that Chien et alfindings .'s were incorrect. The parallel session
attack is vulnerable to scheme. An alternative is proposed in this study.better strategy to
address the flaws while preserving the benefitsThe plan of Chien et al.
SYSTEM ANALYSIS:
Existing System
Review of Juang-Chen-Liaw’s scheme
Juang-Chen- Liaw suggested a password-authenticated key agreement system employing the
smart card to reduce communication and computational costs.The pre-computation phase is
introduced. The biggest disadvantage of employing this strategy is thatChanges to the local
password are not permitted. If a person forgets their password, it's simple to reset it.the thief
to hack all of the user's information
Phase 2 of the computation [2]
1) Smart Card calculates e = r G and c = r Ps using a random number r.
2) The Smart Card stores (c, e) in its memory.
Bi, Vi, IDi, CIi, b, c, e = Smart Card.
Phase 2: Changing Passwords
1) At the end of the log-in process, the Smart Card and the Server share a session key Sk.
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2) Server for smart cards:
ESk (IDi, h(P Wi) ESk (IDi, h(P Wi) ESk (IDi,(_b)∗))}.
P Wi: The user with identification IDi chooses a new password.
b: A user-chosen random number with identification IDi
3) SmartCard on the Server:
ESk (bi) is a question.
Es(h(P Wi b) IDi CIi AuthTag); bi = Es(h(P Wi b) IDi CIi AuthTag); bi = Es(h(P Wi_
AuthTag = h(IDi CIi h(P Wi) AuthTag = h(IDi CIi h(P Wi) AuthTag =(_b)∗)).4) ESk is
decrypted by the Smart Card (b).I with Sk, plus (b) into its memory I b)
Phase of parameter creation
S prefers an elliptic curve E to a finite field F because the discrete logarithm issue is difficult
in E. (F). E stands for the set of all points on E. (F). S also makes a decision.
S publishes the point G € e(f) such that the subgroup produced by G has a large order n.
variables (p, E, G, n).
Phase of Password Changing
1) User U inserts Smart Card = V, IM and inputs the old password P W as well as a new
password.
P W is a new password.
2) V is replaced with V in Smart Card.
V = V + h(P.W)+h(P W.) = h(ID||KS)+h(P W.) = h(ID||KS)+h(P W.)).
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Block/Architecture Diagram:

Figure:1
Implementation:
Algorithm Explanation:

ALGORITHM 1 SPHINX
1: procedure SPHINX (A, P, T)
2: if p &lt;r then
3: q= = PARTITION (A, p, r)
4: SPHINX (A, p, q-1)
5: SPHINX (A, q+1, r)
6: end if
7: end procedure
8: procedure PARTITION (A, p, r).
9: x == A[r]
10: i =p-1
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11: for j=p to r - 1 do
12: if A[j]&lt;a then
13: i=i+1
14: exchange A[] with Aj]
15: end if
16: exchange A[i] with A[r]
17: end for
18: end procedure
COPPER SMITH ALGORITHM:
1. Start
2. Take Matrices M1, M2, M3 as an input of (n*n).
3. Choose matrix a[n][1] randomly to which component will be 0 or 1.
4. Calculate M2 * a, M3 * a and then M1 * (M2 * a) for computing the
expression,M1 * (M2 * a) - M3 * a.
5. Verify if M1 * (M2 * a) - M3 * a = 0 or not.
6. If it is zero or false, then matrix multiplication is correct otherwise not.
7. End

Figure:2
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Figure:3
Conclusion:
Passwords are a "necessary evil." We proposed SPHINX, a cryptographic secret key director
that can handle most security and convenience difficulties with passwords, in response to the
growing security and simplicity of use issues with passwords.difficulties with passwords
solely on the customer/client side (i.e., simple to crack), the most of currently active web
validation administrations). The board's hidden word is SPHINX.worked on a present
missing PRF (OPRF) plan that modifies a human-like human-like human-like human-like
human-like human-like human-like human-like human-like human-like human-With the use
of a device, transform a crucial secret phrase into an arbitrary secret key.There is no need to
keep passwords on the device. SPHINX provides a few crucial features.
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